














III. THE FUNCTION OF THE ETHERIC BODY 

We will now continue with the discussion of 

the etheric body, and take up the 

consideration of its function and its relation 

to the physical body. 

The two may wisely be considered together, 

for the inter-relation is so close that it is not 

possible to discuss them separately. 

Primarily the functions of the etheric body 

are three in number: 

1. It is the receiver of prana. 

2. It is the assimilator of prana. 

3. It is the transmitter of prana.
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6. Certain of the qualities of the sun are 

the qualities of the centres. 

a. Quality of the solar plexus warmth. 

b. Quality of centre at base of spine 

kundalini fire. 

c. Quality of the ajna centre between 

the eyebrows illuminating light. 

d. Quality of the head centre cold light. 

e. Quality of the sacral centre moisture. 

f. Quality of the throat centre red light. 

g. Quality of the heart centre radiant or 

magnetic light. –LOS:83





2. The assimilator of prana. 

The process of assimilation is carried on in 
this triangle, and the prana which enters 
into either centre, circulates three times 
around the triangle before being 
transmitted to all parts of the etheric vehicle 
and from thence to the dense physical 
body. The main organ of assimilation is the 
spleen—the etheric centre and the dense 
physical organ. The vital essence from the 
sun is passed into the etheric spleen, and is 
there subjected to a process of 
intensification or devitalisation, according 
to the condition, healthy or not, of that 
organ. If the man is in a healthy state the 
emanation received will be augmented by 
his own individual vibration, and its rate of 
vibration will be keyed up before it is passed 
on into the physical spleen; or it will be 
slowed down and lowered if the man is in a 
poor condition of health.
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The Vitality Globules are first 
drawn into the spleen centre: 
then they are broken up into 
seven component atoms, each 
atom charged with one of the 
seven varieties of Prâna: these 
atoms are then caught up by 
the rotating secondary forces 
and spun round the chakra. 

The seven different kinds of 
Prâna are coloured thus: 

Violet –Blue – Green – Yellow – 
Orange – Dark Red – Rose-Red 

It will be observed that the 
divisions are not exactly those 
to which we are accustomed 
in the solar spectrum, but 
resemble rather the 
arrangement of colours seen 

on higher levels in the causal, 
mental, and astral bodies. The 
indigo spectrum is divided 
between the violet and blue 
rays of Prâna, whilst the red of 
the spectrum is split up into 
dark red and rose-red Prâna. 

Although there are seven 
distinct kinds of Prâna, there 
are only five main streams, as 
described in some Indian 
books, because after issuing 
from the spleen chakram the 
blue and violet join into one 
stream and the orange and 
dark red join into another 
stream. The streams leave the 
spleen centre horizontally.  
–The Etheric Double:26-7



THE PLANET
Entity manifesting The planetary Logos
Body of manifestation A planet
Receptive centre The Planetary pole
Surface radiation or emanation Planetary prana
Movement produced Planetary rotation
Distributive effect Planetary etheric radiation (felt within the system)

THE SOLAR SYSTEM 

Entity manifesting The solar Logos

Body of manifestation The solar system

Receptive centre Pole of the central Sun

Surface radiation or emanation Solar prana

Movement produced Systemic rotation

Distributive effect Solar etheric radiation (felt cosmically)

A HUMAN BEING
Entity manifesting The Thinker, a Dhyan Chohan
Body of manifestation Physical body
Receptive centre The spleen
Surface radiation or emanation Health Aura
Movement produced Atomic rotation
Distributive effect Human etheric radiation (felt by the environment)

The Sun 

Solar Devas 

A planet 

Planetary devas 

Human Kingdom 

A group of devas 

Animal kingdom and vegetable kingdoms 

A lesser group of devas



The fourth ether (which is even now 
being what we might call "discovered"), 
is at this stage characterised by certain 
things. I might enumerate a few of 
these facts with exceeding brevity, as 
follows: 

a. It is the ether which the violet ray 
uses as a medium. 

b. The fourth ether is that whereof the 
majority of the etheric bodies of men 
are made. 

c. The fourth ether is largely the 
principal sphere of influence of the 
"devas of the shadows," or those violet 
devas which are closely concerned with 
the physical evolution of man. 

d. It is the etheric sphere within which, 
at a little later date, the human and the 
deva evolutions will touch. 

e. From this fourth etheric sphere the 
dense physical bodies are created. 

f. It is the sphere of physical 
individualisation. Only when the animal 
to be individualised was fully conscious 
on that subplane of the physical plane 
was it possible to co-ordinate the 
corresponding spheres on the astral 
and mental planes and by means of this 
triple co-ordination to effect the 
necessary steps which enabled the 
quaternary to succeed in its effort to 
approximate the Triad. 

g. This fourth ether in this fourth round 
and on this fourth chain has to be 
completely mastered and controlled by 
the Human Hierarchy, the fourth 
creative. Every unit of the human family 
has to attain this mastery before the 
end of this round. 

h. It is the sphere wherein the 
initiations of the threshold are 
undergone, and the fivefold initiations 
of the physical plane are entered upon. 
–TCF:326-7



3. The Transmitter of Prana. 

We have touched but little on the subject 

of the fire, the purpose of the etheric body 

being to convey it and distribute it to all 

parts of its system. We have dwelt on facts 

which might stimulate interest and 

emphasise the utility of this pranic vehicle. 

Certain facts need emphasis and 

consideration as we study this static ring 

and its circulating fires. Let me briefly 

recapitulate for the sake of clarity: 

The System receives prana from cosmic 

sources via three centres, and redistributes 

it to all parts of its extended influence, or 

to the bounds of the solar etheric web. 

This cosmic prana becomes colored by 

solar quality and reaches the furthest 

confines of the system. Its mission might 

be described as the vitalisation of the 

vehicle which is the physical material 

expression of the solar Logos.
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The Microcosm receives prana from the sun 

after it has permeated the planetary 

etheric vehicle, so that it is solar prana, 

plus planetary quality. Each planet is the 

embodiment of some one ray aspect, and 

its quality is marked predominantly on all 

its evolution. 

Prana, therefore, which is active radiatory 

heat, varies in vibration and quality 

according to the receiving Entity. Man 

passes the prana through his etheric 

vehicle, colors it with his own peculiar 

quality, and so transmits it to the lesser 

lives that make up his little system. Thus, 

the great interaction goes on, and all parts 

blend, merge and are interdependent; and 

all parts receive, color, qualify and 

transmit.
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An endless circulation goes on that has 

neither a conceivable beginning nor 

possible end from the point of view of 

finite man, for its source and end are hid in 

the unknown cosmic fount. Were 

conditions everywhere perfected this 

circulation would proceed unimpeded 

and might result in a condition of almost 

endless duration, but limitation and 

termination result as the effects of 

imperfection giving place to a gradual 

perfection. Every cycle originates from 

another cycle of a relative completeness, 

and will give place ever to a higher spiral; 

thus eventuate periods of apparent 

relative perfection leading to those which 

are still greater.
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–TCF:94
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The aim for this greater cycle is the 

blending, as we know, of the two fires of 

matter, latent and active, and their 

merging with the fires of mind and spirit 

till they are lost from sight in the general 

flame; the fires of mind and spirit burn up 

matter and thereby bring about liberation 

from the confining vehicles. The altar of 

earth is the birthplace of spirit, its 

liberator from the mother (matter), and its 

entrance into higher realms.
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When the latent fire of the personality 

or lower self blends with the fire of 

mind, that of the higher self, and finally 

merges with the Divine Flame, then the 

man takes the fifth Initiation in this solar 

system, and has completed one of his 

greater cycles. When the three blaze 

forth as one fire, liberation from matter, 

or from material form is achieved. 

Matter has been correctly adjusted to 

spirit, and finally the indwelling life slips 

forth out of its sheath which forms now 

only a channel for liberation. –TCF:47



We are speaking of greater and lesser 

cycles. There is a cycle (a current cycle) 

which has for its objective the 

development of the fires of matter and 

their eventual harmonious blending, 

followed by the merging of the fires of 

matter with the fires of mind and spirit. 

What is the “cycle” of which we are 

speaking? May it be the cycle known as 

the second solar system? The objective 

for the first solar system certainly did 

not involve the blending of the fires of 

matter with the fires of higher mind, 

and a merging with spirit was far from

being part of the picture.  

In considering the relationship 

between the fires of mind and spirit to 

the fires of matter, the following is 

significant: “The fires of mind and spirit 

burn up matter”. Another way of saying 

this is that the fires of mind and spirit 

release the higher, inner life/

consciousness from confinement 

within the lower frequencies of matter. 

The magnetic integrity of the lower 

forms is shattered (following the 

achievement of the relative perfection 

of those forms). –MDR’s commentary on TCF
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The aim for this greater cycle is the 

blending, as we know, of the two fires 

of matter, latent and active, and their 

merging with the fires of mind and 

spirit till they are lost from sight in the 

general flame; the fires of mind and 

spirit burn up matter and thereby bring 

about liberation from the confining 

vehicles. The altar of earth is the 

birthplace of spirit, its liberator from the 

mother (matter), and its entrance into 

higher realms.
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Hence, when the pranic vehicle is 

working perfectly in all three groups, 

human, planetary and solar, the union 

with latent fire will be accomplished. Here 

lies the reason for the emphasis laid on 

the necessity for building pure, refined 

physical vehicles. The more refined and 

rarefied the form, the better a receiver of 

prana will it be, and the less will be the 

resistance found to the uprising of 

kundalini at the appointed time. Coarse 

matter and crude immature physical 

bodies are a menace to the occultist, and 

no true seer will be found with a body of 

a gross quality. The dangers of disruption 

are too great, and the menace of 

disintegration by fire too awful.
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In Lemurian times, humanity achieved the 

integration of the vital or etheric body 

with the physical body. –EP2:350
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necessity for building pure, refined 

physical vehicles. The more refined and 

rarefied the form, the better a receiver of 

prana will it be, and the less will be the 

resistance found to the uprising of 

kundalini at the appointed time. Coarse 

matter and crude immature physical 

bodies are a menace to the occultist, and 

no true seer will be found with a body of a 

gross quality. The dangers of disruption 

are too great, and the menace of 

disintegration by fire too awful.
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The aim for this greater cycle is the 

blending, as we know, of the two fires 

of matter, latent and active, and their 

merging with the fires of mind and 

spirit till they are lost from sight in the 

general flame; the fires of mind and 

spirit burn up matter and thereby bring 

about liberation from the confining 

vehicles. The altar of earth is the 

birthplace of spirit, its liberator from the 

mother (matter), and its entrance into 

higher realms.
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Once in the history of the race (in Lemurian 
days) this was seen in the destruction of the 
race and the continents by means of fire.45 
The Guides of the race at that time availed 
Themselves of just this very thing to bring 
about the finish of an inadequate form. The 
latent fire of matter (as seen in volcanic 
display, for instance) and the radiatory fire of 
the system were combined. Planetary 
kundalini and solar emanation rushed into 
conjunction, and the work of destruction 
was accomplished. The same thing may 
again be seen, only in matter of the second 
ether, and the effects therefore will be less 
severe owing to the rarity of this ether and 
the comparatively greater refinement of the 
vehicles. 

45 In the Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 473, footnote, the 

destruction of Lemuria by fire is hinted at, and in 

the Secret Doctrine, II, 149 footnote, the words 

occur, "Lemuria was not submerged but was 

destroyed by volcanic action, and afterward sank.''
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The statement will, of course, be found 

preposterous and absurd, and simply 

laughed at. But if one believes in the final 

submersion of Atlantis 850,000 years ago, 

as taught in “Esoteric Buddhism” (the 

gradual first sinking having begun during 

the Eocene age), one has to accept the 

statement for the so-called Lemuria, the 

continent of the Third Root Race, first 

nearly destroyed by combustion, and then 

submerged. This is what the Commentary 

says : “The first earth having been purified 

by the forty-nine fires, her people, born of 

Fire and Water, could not die . . . etc.; the 

Second Earth (with its race) disappeared 

as vapour vanishes in the air . . . the Third 

Earth had everything consumed on it after 

the separation, and went down into the 

lower Deep (the Ocean).
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Once in the history of the race (in Lemurian 
days) this was seen in the destruction of the 
race and the continents by means of fire.45 
The Guides of the race at that time availed 
Themselves of just this very thing to bring 
about the finish of an inadequate form. The 
latent fire of matter (as seen in volcanic 
display, for instance) and the radiatory fire of 
the system were combined. Planetary 
kundalini and solar emanation rushed into 
conjunction, and the work of destruction 
was accomplished. The same thing may 
again be seen, only in matter of the second 
ether, and the effects therefore will be less 
severe owing to the rarity of this ether and 
the comparatively greater refinement of the 
vehicles. 

45In the Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 473, footnote, the 

destruction of Lemuria by fire is hinted at, and in 

the Secret Doctrine, II, 149 footnote, the words 

occur, "Lemuria was not submerged but was 
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When man has found out how to contact and 

utilise positive solar electricity in combination 

with negative planetary electricity, we shall 

have a very dangerous condition brought 

about, and one of the factors which will 

eventually manifest in the destruction of the 

fifth root race by fire.  At that great cataclysm–

as the Bible says, "the Heavens will melt with 

fervent heat." This will be seen in a still greater 

degree in the next round, and will cause that 

destruction by fire of the forms of the men who 

have failed, which will liberate the lives on a 

stupendous scale, and thus temporarily 'purify' 

the Earth from elements which would tend to 

hinder the evolutionary process. As the cycles 

pass away, the balancing of these fiery currents 

will be gradually brought about, and will result 

in a planetary condition of harmony, and of 

esoteric equality, which will provide ideal 

environment for harmonious man. –TCF:524
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Once in the history of the race (in Lemurian 
days) this was seen in the destruction of the 
race and the continents by means of fire.45 
The Guides of the race at that time availed 
Themselves of just this very thing to bring 
about the finish of an inadequate form. The 
latent fire of matter (as seen in volcanic 
display, for instance) and the radiatory fire of 
the system were combined. Planetary 
kundalini and solar emanation rushed into 
conjunction, and the work of destruction 
was accomplished. The same thing may 
again be seen, only in matter of the second 
ether, and the effects therefore will be less 
severe owing to the rarity of this ether and 
the comparatively greater refinement of the 
vehicles. 

45In the Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 473, footnote, the 

destruction of Lemuria by fire is hinted at, and in 

the Secret Doctrine, II, 149 footnote, the words 

occur, "Lemuria was not submerged but was 

destroyed by volcanic action, and afterward sank.''



Fire was an outstanding aspect of the war. 

Fire is produced by physical means and 

the aid of the mineral kingdom and this 

was the great menacing and chosen 

means of destruction in this war. This is a 

fulfilment of the ancient prophecy that 

the attempt to destroy the Aryan race will 

be by means of fire, just as ancient 

Atlantis was destroyed by water. But, fiery 

goodwill and the conscious focussed use 

of the Shamballa force can counter fire by 

fire and this must be done. –EA:586-7
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latent fire of matter (as seen in volcanic 
display, for instance) and the radiatory fire of 
the system were combined. Planetary 
kundalini and solar emanation rushed into 
conjunction, and the work of destruction 
was accomplished. The same thing may 
again be seen, only in matter of the second 
ether, and the effects therefore will be less 
severe owing to the rarity of this ether and 
the comparatively greater refinement of the 
vehicles. 

45In the Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 473, footnote, the 

destruction of Lemuria by fire is hinted at, and in 

the Secret Doctrine, II, 149 footnote, the words 

occur, "Lemuria was not submerged but was 
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The causal body is found for 

advanced man, disciples, and 

initiates, upon the second subplane 

of the systemic mental plane. A great 

destruction occurs on this second 

subplane (at the time of the fourth 

initiation), and there may be an 

analogy between this destruction 

and the destruction in matter of the 

second ether here hinted. –MDR’s 

commentary on TCF
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We might here note a fact of interest, 

though of a mystery insoluble as yet to 

most of us, and that is, that these 

destructions by fire are part of the tests by 

fire of an initiation of that one of the 

Heavenly Men Whose karma is bound up 

with our earth. 

Each destruction of a portion of the web 

results in a greater facility of exit, and is in 

reality (when seen from the higher planes) 

a step forward and an expansion. A 

repetition of this takes place likewise in the 

system at the stated cycles.
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